It came from far away          A
It's leaving in a hurry          D E
But even though it couldn't stay    A
We don't have to worry           D F#m
We watched as it would spin       A
And near as we can figure         D E
It's like a bowling pin           A
But five hundred times bigger     E

'Oumuamua came from a distant star A F#m
'Oumuamua has already traveled far A F#m
Some people think that it may be a UFO D Dm
But I don't know                 A
I really don't think so           E
'Oumuamua doesn't have a comet's tail A F#m
'Oumuamua may be strong or extremely frail A F#m
Some people think there may be trillions more to find D Dm
I wouldn't mind                   A F#m
For 'Oumuamua to be first of its kind D E A

We don't know where it's from
We just know what's consistent
By the time this line is done
It's two hundred miles more distant

'Oumuamua didn't warn us as it passed
'Oumuamua isn't shedding dust or emitting gas
Some people think that it must have an icy core
But I'm not sure
We've never seen its likes before
'Oumuamua seems to have a reddish hue
'Oumuamua might look very dark to me and you
Some people wonder if that's a space weathered veneer
But that's not clear
We only know 'Oumuamua's not from here

We don't know where it's been
But now that it's departing
Analysis can now begin
The story's only starting